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Learn How Sojern’s Guest Experience Solutions Can Boost Guest Engagement for Your Property
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Travel Marketing Data & Insights

We’ve collected, aggregated and analyzed literally billions of travel intent signals like hotel and airline booking data from thousands of travel brands in every corner of the globe—and we continue to do that daily. We call this rich data environment the Sojern Traveler Ecosystem™ which is the foundation of our success and culmination of 15-years worth of hard work. It’s what truly powers our clients’ success and continued growth.
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global insights

The dashboard below provides a high-level view of our insights updated weekly to help hotels, attractions and destination boards understand travel behavior.





GLOBAL
US
EU
APAC
LATAM
MEA

Note: You must accept all website cookies for this page to display correctly.






*Adblockers and other browser plugins may cause conflicts with this page loading properly. Please turn them off and refresh the page for the optimal experience.
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Frequently Asked Questions


What is the Travel Data Insights Dashboard and how do I access it?
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Sojern’s Real-time Travel Data Insights Dashboard provides daily travel insights to help hotels, attractions and tourism boards understand travel behavior.


Where does Sojern's data that powers this dashboard come from?
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Sojern collects and analyzes travel intent data from thousands of airline and hotel partners from around the world. This gives Sojern an unparalleled view of travel demand and is the foundation of Sojern’s travel insights.


How do I use this information?
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The dashboard will provide market insights on when and where demand will increase. Dashboard users will also be able to compare different regions to see when and where travel is anticipated.


How often is the dashboard updated? At what time and in what timezone?
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The dashboard will be updated weekly on Mondays at 10:30 am UTC.


Why haven’t we already made this information publicly available before now?
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Sojern decided to make the dashboard public because of the unforeseen popularity our unique travel dataset has generated. People around the world are looking for real-time travel data to help them better understand demand.


What is the share of search and booking volume meant to show?
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The share of search and booking volume is meant to show the distribution of search and booking volume between three years, with intent to use 2019 as a baseline. By using 2019 as a baseline, it is meant to show where 2021 is trending in comparison to 2020.


How is the share of future flight search and booking volume calculated?
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Our share of future flight data calculates the distribution of searches or bookings conducted in the last 14 days for travelers who have considered or booked in the next 11 months. The intent is to identify which months travelers are anticipating to travel.


Why aren’t all markets available on the list?
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If you find a country is missing in our dashboard, it means that it does not meet our data requirements for listing.







multichannel reach

Want to Know How Travel Demand Affects Your Marketing Strategy?

Many travel businesses struggle to find, engage and retain travelers in a dynamic digital world. The Sojern Travel Marketing Platform was purpose-built to help marketers address the unique complex challenges of the travel buying cycle by providing unrivaled travel insights, multichannel reach and automated optimization.

Explore the Platform
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Discover What Our Platform Can Do for You
Target your ideal travelers with unmatched precision and efficiency. Learn how our cutting-edge technology can help you forge better connections with travelers and the market itself.

Explore the Platform
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Let’s take this to your inbox.
Sign up for the latest updates on travel news, insights, and all things Sojern.





Thank you for signing up to our Newsletter.

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form. Please try again.
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